The patient's right to information in Japan--legal rules and doctor's opinions.
A questionnaire survey concerning informed consent was administered among Japanese physicians in Yamaguchi prefecture. The survey results showed that even though these Japanese physicians are willing to give their patients sufficient information to obtain informed consent, the discretion of the physician to provide information is still prevalent. The survey also revealed that Japanese physicians believe that information regarding the treatment to be administrated should be fully disclosed both in case when the treatment is still experimental and when it is established among specialists. Finally, the survey showed that despite the liberal attitude of the Japanese physicians toward informed consent, they are reluctant to make medical records accessible to the patients. It was found that when Japanese physicians were faced with special cases such as prior to administering high-risk diagnostic procedures, prior to disclosing the presence of cancer in their patients, or when faced with patients unwilling to receive treatment, the involvement of the patient's family members in the decision-making process was preferred so as not to aggravate the patient's emotional anxiety. With respect to cancer patients, the survey suggested that many Japanese physicians believe that cancer operations performed without informed consent from the patient should be legal. Finally, the survey concluded that, although the concept of individualized informed consent has been generally accepted among physicians, the involvement of family members in the decision-making process and a conservative attitude toward disclosure of information are still prevalent in Japan.